WE DO FEET SEMINARS
COURSE GUIDE
Discover the We Do Feet Difference

“Our goal as instructors is to help1 each student become the very best
Foot Zone Practitioner they can be.”
Brad Noall, Owner, We Do Feet Seminars

We Do Feet Seminars has been a school of training since 2001 –
empowering individuals with the knowledge, skills, and tools to
transform their health, families, communities, and careers.
Our values are rooted in the belief that every individual needs a
way to care for themselves, their family, friends, and those they love
in times of sickness or emotional duress. This is why we do what
we do!

Empowering Individuals. Cultivating a Community.
Healing the World.
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Message from the Owners
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Thank you for your interest in We Do Feet Seminars Foot Zone
Certification Program. We Do Feet Seminars is licensed and
authorized by the State of Utah as a Postsecondary proprietary
school. Headquartered in Wellsville, Utah, we provide in-person
training in Foot Zone Therapy and Holistic Health. Since our first
Graduating class in 2002, We Do Feet Seminars has taught
thousands of students around the country, changing the lives
and health of countless more individuals. Graduates of our
programs have gone on to open their own practices, work
alongside other medical professionals, teach online and inperson classes, launch careers as nationally recognized thought
leaders, publish best-selling books, and improve their overall
health, and that of their families, friends, and communities.
Take a look at our curriculum or talk with one of our students
and you’ll discover that We Do Feet is different than other Foot
Zone Training Programs.
While other programs require
advanced courses and additional training to learn advanced
techniques, we always teach our students the most advanced
treatment available so you can give your best to family and
clients.

Take a moment to Discover the We Do Feet Difference.
You’ll be glad you did!
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The We Do Feet Philosophy is based on four primary foundations:
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The teachings of Dr. Charles Ersdal, MD of Norway.
Following a stroke, the Father of Foot Zone Therapy was
cured of paralysis after 2-years of Reflexology treatments.
This led to several years of in-depth study of Reflexology
and other holistic health modalities to discover the answer
to one burning question, “Why does Reflexology work for
some, but not for others?” Fortunately, Dr. Ersdal learned
the answer and the world was given the gift of Foot Zone
Therapy – an advanced form of Reflexology.
With knowledge comes responsibility. During the life of
Dr. Ersdal, he intently studied anatomy & physiology as
well as pathology and continued to develop and perfect
the treatments on the feet based on his increased
understanding of body functions. At We Do Feet Seminars
we adhere to his philosophy of continued advancement of
the Foot Zone Technique.
A respect for Innate Intelligence and Universal Laws. Our
innate intelligence plays a major role in the health and
wellness of our physical body. Rather than ignoring the
body’s natural energetic frequencies and the Laws of the
Universe, students of We Do Feet are trained in how to
recognize and feel energy and how to balance it to aid in
bringing homeostasis to their clients.
A desire to support our students on their individual
journey. Every student has their own reason for learning
the Foot Zone Technique. Our goal is to help each student
become the best Foot Zone Practitioner they can be. We
don’t believe in being controlled by fear or allowing it to
dictate our future. We are confident in our training and
have seen lives change as our students grow in knowledge,
technique, self-esteem, and confidence.
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Community
There’s something special about the We Do Feet Community! Students
instructors, and owners all passionate about health and happiness and doing
all we can to help you succeed! You’ll look forward to each and every class
– both for the new information and tools that you’ll learn and for the
opportunity to reconnect with the other students who have become friends!
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Our Instructors
We Do Feet Instructors have completed extensive teacher training and have
several years of Foot Zoning experience. Each Instructor teaches the same
Foot Zone curriculum, but brings their own unique perspective, personality,
and area of expertise to their class, and We Do Feet Instructors are ALWAYS
learning! We are very proud and honored to have such a wonderful group
of Instructors working and teaching with us. Their individual knowledge,
abilities, and experience adds to the overall effectiveness of our program.
You’ll find We Do Feet Instructors teaching here:
Utah
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arizona
•
•
•

Bluffdale
Centerville
Erda
Hyrum
Logan
Mendon
Monroe
Riverton
Santa Clara
St. George
Tremonton
Vernal
Wellsville
Willard

Nevada
•

Elko

California
•

Burbank

Wyoming
•

Star Valley

Colorado

Idaho
•
•
•
•
•

Mesa
Queen Creek
Snow Flake

•
Aberdeen
Boise
Idaho Falls
Montpelier
Paris
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Grand Junction
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Curriculum
We Do Feet Seminars offers the most comprehensive Foot Zone Certification
Course in the country. In each class, our Instructors go in-depth into the
Foot Zone Technique and Anatomy & Physiology as well as Pathology and
other aspects of Foot Zone Therapy designed to assist you in becoming
proficient as a Foot Zone Practitioner. With over 150 hours of in-class study,
when you finish your training you will feel competent and confident in your
skills as a Foot Zone Practitioner and your ability to help those around you.
Course requirements consist of module-based homework, a series of clientpractitioner exercises, a student presentation, and a final exam (written and
practical).
The 9 seminars include hands-on instruction in the Foot Zone Technique;
Instruction in Anatomy & Physiology and Pathology; review of course
material; Instruction in complementary modalities, business laws & ethics,
and the Principles of Success; supervised practical application of the Foot
Zone Technique; and examinations.
Upon completion of the Foot Zone Certification program, passing the final,
and completing all homework, class presentations, and client-practitioner
exercises, you will be certified as a Foot Zone Practitioner by We Do Feet
Seminars. Students are provided the opportunity to provide feedback on the
course during the final seminar.
Tuition: $3,300 USD plus Materials fee
Tuition does not include costs for required texts, purchase of zoning supplies or equipment, travel
to the seminars, or hotel accommodations.
Payment options are available. To learn more, speak with an Instructor.
For more information on registration, contact one of our Instructors or Program Owner, Brad Noall
at (435) 764-9532
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Commitment
Our Commitment to our Students doesn’t end with graduation! We Do Feet
offers more opportunities for Continuing Education than any other training
program in the country. We understand the value of continuing education
and its importance in staying relevant in the market and being successful as
a Practitioner.

We Do Feet graduates receive:
• Unlimited Auditing Opportunities
o Our graduates have the opportunity to audit their Instructor for
one seminar or the entire 9-month program, for FREE at any time!
You’ll be amazed at how much you’ll learn when you return to
class.
o Our graduates are able to audit We Do Feet Owner, Brad Noall,
for one seminar or the entire 9-month program, for FREE at any
time! Why wouldn’t you audit the Owner’s class?! It’s like getting
two Foot Zone Certification programs for the price of ONE!
• Life-Time Continuing Education. As a We Do Feet Graduate you
have the opportunity to attend class with any of our Instructors for one
seminar or the entire 9-month program for a small Con Ed fee of
$100/seminar or $600 for the full 9-month program! With over 25
Instructors teaching throughout the country, that’s a LOT of Continuing
Education Opportunities!
Every Instructor for We Do Feet Seminars teaches the same Foot Zone
Curriculum, but each teaches it in their own way. Our Instructors bring
their own perspectives, personalities, training, and areas of expertise to
their class and We Do Feet Instructors are ALWAYS learning!
You’ll never get the same learning experience twice even if you audit a
class or enroll in the complete program every year!
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• Annual Retreat. Each year, We Do Feet Seminars hosts a 2-day
retreat. Costs are kept to a minimum to make it affordable for all our
graduates. We Do Feet Retreats are a great opportunity for you to
connect with other Practitioners and learn from several We Do Feet
Instructors.
• Regional Conferences. Several We Do Feet Instructors hold annual
reunions for their students. Instructor Reunions are the perfect
opportunity to reconnect with classmates and learn the newest
treatments and advancements in Foot Zone Therapy.
• Instructor Publications.
Many Instructors provide periodic
newsletters with information on Anatomy & Physiology, updates in the
Zone Technique, and Suggestions for Self-Help that keep our students
and graduates abreast of the latest information in the field of holistic
health and wellness.
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Course Outline
The We Do Feet program is designed to help you become proficient in the
Foot Zone Technique and in other aspects of Holistic Health and Wellness
that make We Do Feet Graduates highly sought-after Industry leaders.
The We Do Feet curriculum focuses on the following elements:

1

The Foot Zone Technique – Learn & Perfect. In the first
four seminars you’ll learn the Map of the Feet. In seminars
5-8 we help you Perfect your Technique. We’ll help you
transition from following the map to really understanding
what you feel on the feet and how to help your client
achieve balance.
During each seminar you’ll receive hands-on instruction in
the Foot Zone Technique including demonstration of
proper hand placement and how to locate and feel signals.
Then you’ll practice the technique yourself while your
Instructor observes and provides feedback.

2

Anatomy & Physiology – Understand & Apply. Learning
key body structures and functions allows students to
understand the relationship between A&P and the Foot
Zone Technique and communicate with other health
professionals using standard terminology. Using a variety
of teaching methods, we’ll go beyond an inventory of body
parts to discussing how our body keeps us alive and how
disease affects the body. During class you’ll gain a greater
understanding and appreciation for the human body, how
it functions, and how the Foot Zone Technique supports
body functions.
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3

4

5

Business Laws & Ethics and the Principles of Success. Learn
how to be successful in business and in life! Not only will
we discuss how to start and operate a business and how to
effectively market and manage your business, we’ll discuss
the Universal Laws that help your business be successful.
During each seminar we’ll discuss specific principles that
will show you how to be an active participant in your life
and career.
Health & Wellness. Using a whole food / real food
approach and Simply Divine Eating® as our foundation
we’ll teach the 4 Cornerstones that can help you and your
clients increase energy, improve digestion, decrease
allergies and food sensitivities, and experience
improvements in mental health, mood, and behavior. This
isn’t a diet program. This is a healthy, balanced approach
to food that will help you and your clients feel confident
making food choices.
Complementary Modalities.
Foot Zone Practitioners
frequently incorporate additional modalities into their
session to aid and assist in relaxation and energy
balancing. During our classes we teach the most common
modalities that Practitioners include in their sessions with
clients. We arm you with the tools necessary to help in
bringing health and homeostasis to yourself and your
client.
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The We Do Feet course includes 9 seminars. In addition to the
following core curriculum, each Instructor will add unique
components based on their training and expertise which adds to
our program effectiveness and the Continuing Education
experience for our Graduates.

Seminar 1

Orientation. Introduction to and history of Foot
Zone Therapy.
Introduction to complimentary
modalities. Introduction to Anatomy of the Feet.
Instruction in Area 1 of the Zone. Instruction in
Principles of Success.

Seminar 2

Instruction in Anatomy & Physiology and Pathology
of The Human Body: An Orientation, the Skin & Body
Membranes, and The Skeletal System. Instruction in
Area 2 of the Zone. Instruction in Kinesiology and
Frequency. Instruction in Prosperity Consciousness.

Seminar 3

Instruction in Anatomy & Physiology and Pathology
of The Muscular System and The Lymphatic System.
Instruction in Area 3 of the Zone. Instruction in
Essential Oils. Instruction in the Universal Law of
Deliberate Creation and the Law of Allowing.

Seminar 4

Instruction in Area 4 of the Zone. Instruction in the
Universal Law of Sufficiency and Abundance.
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Seminar 5

Instruction in Anatomy & Physiology and Pathology
of The Nervous System. Instruction in Emotional &
Physical corrections in Area 1 of the Zone.
Instruction in Energy Balance and Correction.
Instruction in the Principles of Success.

Seminar 6

Instruction in Anatomy & Physiology and Pathology
of the Digestive System. Instruction in Nutrition and
pH. Instruction in Emotional & Physical corrections
in Area 2 of the Zone. Instruction in Energy Balance
and Correction. Instruction in the Universal Law of
Vibration and Attraction.

Seminar 7

Instruction in Anatomy & Physiology and Pathology
of The Endocrine System. Instruction in Emotional &
Physical corrections in Area 3 of the Zone.
Instruction in Energy Balance and Correction.
Instruction in Chakras. Instruction in Business Laws
and Ethics. Instruction in The Razor’s Edge.

Seminar 8

Instruction in Anatomy & Physiology and Pathology
of The Cardiovascular System, The Respiratory
System, and The Urinary System. Instruction in
Emotional & Physical corrections in Area 4.
Instruction in Energy Balance and Correction.
Instruction in The Vacuum Law of Prosperity.

Seminar 9

Instruction in Principles of Success. Instruction in
Energy Balance and Corrections. Final Exam and
Graduation.
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Written and Practical Exams: Students are required to pass both written
and practical final exams. The exams are designed to demonstrate that each
student has the necessary skills and applied knowledge necessary to earn
certification from We Do Feet Seminars.

Homework and Attendance Requirements: Students are required to
meet the attendance requirements and complete all homework, required
reading, a class presentation, and client-practitioner exercises to become
certified. Transcripts may be requested by calling We Do Feet Seminars.

Required Reading List
Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology
by Elaine N. Marieb, R.N., Ph.D.
The best-selling Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology sets
the standard for one-semester A&P texts. With her hallmark clear
and friendly writing style and meaningful analogies, Elaine Marieb
emphasizes the relevance of anatomy & physiology to students’
lives and future careers. The book offers just the right balance of
anatomy, physiology, and clinical coverage to make the content
complete, but not overwhelming. Photos in the Homeostatic
Imbalance feature helps students visualize diseases and disorders.
Integrated Concept Links help students make connections across
topics and body systems.
Note: This book must be provided by the Student and is not included in the Class
Materials Fee. Edition 7 and newer may be used by your Instructor, confirm the edition
used in class before purchasing.
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You Were Born Rich
by Bob Proctor
When it comes to systematizing life, no one else can touch Bob
Proctor. He is simply the best. Bob Proctor collects thoughts like
Imelda Marcos used to collect shoes. He strings them together in
exquisite arrays; one thought leading logically to the next until a
whole method has been constructed.
In You Were Born Rich, Bob Proctor takes you step by step to the
surprising discovery that success is not always reaching out for
something that you don’t have but rather only reaching over and
rearranging the piece already there. The great value of this book is
that you can instantly apply the conclusions to your own life. It will begin to impact you
long before you reach the last chapter.
Note: This book is included, at a discounted rate, in the Class Materials Fee

Butterfly Miracles with Essential Oils
by LaRee Westover

Butterfly Miracles with Essential Oils is a book with a hands-on
approach to the use of essential oils in day to day living. Its easyto-use format gives both the beginner and the more experienced
practitioner a clear picture of the efficacy of essential oils.
Note: This book is included, at a discounted rate, in the Class
Materials Fee

Additional reading may be required based on the requirements of the
Instructor.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Is your program accredited?
We Do Feet Seminars is a postsecondary proprietary school, licensed and
recognized by the State of Utah and Utah Department of Higher Education,
providing seminars that train students in the Foot Zone Technique. Our
program is not accredited by the Utah Department of Education.

Does your program prepare you to sit for board exams?
The We Do Feet Seminars Foot Zone Certification Program is designed to
prepare our graduates to sit for the ARCB National Board Exam.

Is this certification recognized by any state?
Each state has its own law governing Foot Zone Therapy (typically under the
reflexology laws). The majority of states allow Foot Zone Practitioners to
establish their own practice, but some states require additional licensure.
The Office of Occupational and Professional Licensing in your state should
have complete information on their individual requirements. In the State of
Utah, our program is recognized by the state for exemption from massage
licensing requirements.

What kind of degree or certification will I receive when I complete
one of your programs?
Upon successful completion of the Foot Zone Certification Program, a
certification of completion is awarded by We Do Feet Seminars granting
permission to use the designation of Certified We Do Feet Zone Practitioner
(WDFZP).

Will I be able to bill insurance for my services?
Complementary and Alternative Modalities (CAMs) may be recognized as a
billable service with some Insurance companies. Foot Zone Therapy
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programs offer certification not licensure. Clients should check with their
insurance company to determine the benefits offered.

How much can a Foot Zone Practitioner earn?
Salaries for Foot Zone Practitioners typically range from $40 to $125 per
hour, depending on location, experience, and other certifications or licenses.

Is there financing available?
We Do Feet Seminars offers a payment plan for students who are not able to
pay tuition in full. Students should speak with their Instructor for details.

Are there any scholarships available?
We Do Feet Seminars will notify prospective students via email when
scholarships become available.

Would it be practical to take this course while working full time?
Many of our graduates completed the Foot Zone Certification course while
working full-time jobs. However, students should budget at least 10 – 15
hours per week for studying, assignments, and practical application
requirements.

Can I take the program even though I don’t know if I want to start
a business?
Yes, students take our Foot Zone Certification course for a number of
reasons, with graduates going on to apply their credentials in a number of
ways. Some do indeed start their own business or private practice, while
others join existing practices, augment existing licenses, write books, start
successful blogs, etc.
Some graduates don’t apply their credential
professionally, but instead use the skills they learn in our course to help
improve the health of their family and community.
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Will you train me how to open my own business?
We discuss business basics in Seminar 7 and offer a variety of continuing
education opportunities related to business, marketing, etc. Some graduates
go on to complete additional training on running an efficient small business
or private practice.

Does the Foot Zone Certification class count as continuing
education credits?
In some cases, continuing education credits can be applied to other
certificates or licenses. Inquiries must be made to the institution that
awarded the original license or certificate.

If I’m an existing practitioner needing to earn CEUs, how many
CEUs does one receive per class.
One CEU credit is awarded per one hour spent in class.

Do you offer online courses?
Because Foot Zone Therapy is a hands-on modality, we find that the most
effective way to instruct in the Foot Zone Technique is hands-on. We
currently have Instructors teaching in Utah, Idaho, Arizona, Nevada,
California, Wyoming, and Colorado. Under certain conditions, we can bring
our training program to you. Speak with one of our Instructors for more
information.

What does the Materials Fee Cover?
The majority of the Materials Fee covers the cost of classroom materials, class
handouts, and workbook material. $25 of the Materials fee covers our cost
for two required reading books – You Were Born Rich, by Bob Proctor and
Butterfly Miracles with Essential Oils by LaRee Westover. If students already
own these books, they may speak with their instructor about deducting a
portion of the Materials fee. The Materials Fee does not include other
required texts, essential oils, zoning supplies or equipment, travel to the
seminars or accommodations on seminar weekends.
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Are your Course Material and Maps in book form or in a binder?
Both! We’ve been teaching the Foot Zone Technique long enough to
recognize the value of students drawing their own maps – it helps students
identify landmarks, learn signal location, improves their knowledge of the
Foot Zone Technique, and develops muscle memory. However, we also
recognize the value of consistency in mapping. So, We Do Feet has a unique
5-fold approach to teaching our Students the Foot Zone Technique.
First, we spend time in each class drawing Area Maps with our student.
Second, as part of the required homework assignments, students re-draw
Area Maps and turn them in to their Instructor who makes corrections and
returns them to the student with feedback.
Third, we provide beautiful, full-color, professionally drawn maps of the Zone
to our students to ensure consistency in signal placement.
Fourth, during class, Instructors demonstrate the Zone technique, landmark
and signal identification and location, hand placement, and proper form to
the Class.
Fifth, a portion of our class time is devoted to Practical Application of the
Zone Technique with observation and feedback from the Instructor. Our
small class sizes ensure that Instructors have time to observe each student’s
technique, signal location, hand placement, and form.
Our unique, 5-fold approach is designed to provide you with the best, most
comprehensive, learning experience possible.
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Registration
Registration for all We Do Feet Foot Zone Certification courses is on a firstcome, first-served basis. Registration ends when the class maximum is met.
Class sizes are capped at 12-16 students, depending on Instructor, to allow
each Instructor to provide the best possible learning experience for each
student. Most classes reach their maximum size well before classes begin,
so please do not wait until the last minute to register.
To register, contact your preferred Instructor, submit the Registration form
(available from your Instructor), and pay a $200 Class Deposit. The deposit
is non-refundable but may be transferred or applied to a future class. When
your deposit is received you will be added to the class and receive
information to help you prepare for Class 1. Please note that, due to the
popularity of the course, we are unable to “hold” seats.

Payment Options
• Payment Option #1 – Pay for the Course in Full
Reserve your space in the class by paying a $200 Deposit. Pay the
balance of $3100 before the start of Class #2, with a minimum $200
Class Fee plus Books and Materials Fees at the start of Class #1.
• Payment Option #2 – Pay Per Seminar
Reserve your space in the class by paying a $200 Deposit. Pay the
balance of $200 plus Books and Materials Fees at the start of Class 1.
For Classes 2-9, pay a $400 Class Fee at the start of each Seminar weekend.

Discounts
Discounts are available when you enroll with a spouse or friend. Contact
your Instructor directly for information on available discounts.
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Connect With Us!
#WeDoFeet

Facebook.com/WeDoFeetSeminars

Linkedin.com/in/WeDoFeetSeminars

@WeDoFeet

Pinterest.com/WeDoFeetSeminars
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Are you ready to
take the next step toward
loving your future?

Call an Instructor today for Class Dates and to
Register!

Let us help you on your journey to becoming a Certified
Foot Zone Practitioner.
Spring Semester: February – October
Fall Semester: September – May

“This is your life, not a dress rehearsal.
Now is the time to create your future.
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Whatever you dream is possible.”

